
TROPES
CLARITY
•Distinctio

•Exemplum

•Amplification

•Metanoia



DISTINCTIO

 Presents a specific meaning for a word.

 Prevents ambiguity

 Prevents confusion



DISTINCTIO

EXAMPLE

 Ambiguous:  Move the precipitate from the filter 

paper to the crucible quickly.

 Clarified with distinctio:  Move the precipitate 

from the filter paper to the crucible quickly—that 

is, within three minutes.

 Popular in the Renaissance was a euphuistic 

style—that is, a highly ornate prose.



EXEMPLUM

 Offers a clarifying definition of a term, providing 

a specific example.

 Eliminates abstract discussion

 Serves as a visual application



EXEMPLUM

 Example

 Snow cone flavors, such as bubblegum  and mango, 

are often named after candy or fruit.

 The conifers (evergreens like pine and cypress trees) 

produce seeds in hard, cone-shaped structures.



EXEMPLUM

 Sample Phrases for Introduction

 A case in point

 A hypothetical case might be

 A typical situation might be

 As can be seen in

 For example

 For instance

 Such as

 This might be shown by

 To illustrate



AMPLIFICATION

 Restating a word or idea and adding more detail

 Calls attention to an expression

 Slows down the process of thought



AMPLIFICATION

 Examples

 In my hunger after ten days of overly rigorous 

dieting, I saw vision of ice cream—mountains of 

creamy, luscious ice cream, dripping with gooey 

syrup and calories.

 The speaker illustrated his presentation with 

slides—color slides, text slides, drawings 

photographs, slides with video clips, musical slides 

altogether too many slides—and spoke as if we 

already knew the material.

 The subway car came to a halt with a jolt:  a 

wrenching, neck-snapping jolt.



METANOIA

 Qualifies a statement by rejecting it or calling it 

back

 Expresses it better

 Expresses it more mildly

 Expresses it in a stronger way



METANOIA

 Examples

 The most important quality to look for in impact 

sockets is hardness; no, not so much hardness as 

resistance to shock and shattering.

 These new textbooks will genuinely improve the lives 

of our children, or rather the children of the whole 

district.

 If we did not foresee the loss of this account, it is our 

own fault for failing to see the hints—no, the flashing 

neon signs—that warned us what was coming.


